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Feedback, editing

• Lots of corrections / clarifications from Steve
Changes in -03

• New co-editor: Brian Haberman
• Significant re-shuffling of sections
  • Content is much more logically laid out
  • Structure is easier to follow
• Many wording changes, corrected grammar
Changes in -03

• Introduction now provides better rationale for signing RPSL objects
• Terminology: normalization -> canonicalization
• Signed attributes are of a set of mandatory + optional attributes
Changes in -03

- Better c14n rules
  - For c14ing ASN, IPv4 and IPv6 resources
  - For dates
  - For RPSL layout

- C14n now achieves resiliency regarding formatting changes
Changes in -03

• Other changes
  • Signature creation / verification is more algorithm-independent
  • Removed decision points (question marks)
  • Clarification on validity time in case of multiple signatures

• Defined which resources (mentioned in the object) should be covered by the RFC3779 extension of the certificate
Questions?